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The scope as shown at the “Temple” meeting  
•  All the questions associated with the solenoid magnet:  
‣  Options, overall design, geometry, GEANT model, field map(s) 
‣  Central field strength: photo-sensors, tracking resolution, acceptance for 

low Pt tracks, fringe field & gaseous RICH performance, etc 

•  Detector components “co-existence” verification 
‣  Geometry conflicts, fiducialization, realistic space for sub-detectors, etc 
‣  Combined sub-detector performance (?) 

•  Dead material accounting 
•  Integration in the IR 
•  Backgrounds (?) 
•  Infrastructure, support, services 
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“Temple” meeting: Solenoid field strength  
•  Photo-sensors in the magnetic field  
‣  Junqi Xie (Argonne)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36024/attachments/27216/41540/YR-Temple-Magnet.pdf 

•  Tracking resolution 
‣  Nicholas Lukow (Temple)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36028/attachments/27226/41509/YellowReport_MagneticFieldStrengthTrackingResolution.pdf 

•  Acceptance for low Pt tracks 
‣  Yulia Furletova (JLab)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36027/attachments/27229/41512/TrackingField_Feb2020.pdf 

 
•  Fringe field & gaseous RICH performance 
‣  Jin Huang (BNL)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36025/attachments/27209/41610/sPHENIX_Magnet.pdf 

‣  AK (BNL) / also BeAST field map calculation summary /
https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36026/attachments/27242/41531/ayk-2020-03-20-beast-magnetic-field.pdf 
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We are good for 1.5 T field; there are options  
even for 5T but then cost is an issue 

If one has a freedom to optimize  
the fringe field on the design stage,  

high momentum RICH should work fine   

-> a set of combined eic-smear parameterizations will be provided    

A compromise between the two objectives  
needs to be found 
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“Temple” meeting: Infrastructure  
•  Adding services to the EIC Monte-Carlo simulations 
‣  Leo Greiner (Berkeley)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36038/attachments/27241/41530/2020_03_20_EIC_Si_services_parametrization_for_sim.pdf 

•  EIC detector infrastructure 
‣  Mark Breitfeller (BNL)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36039/attachments/27201/41474/EIC_Detector_Infrastructure_-_Breitfeller.pdf 

 
 
 

•  IR vacuum chamber design 
‣  Charles Hetzel (BNL)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36037/attachments/27245/41538/Yellow_book_workshop_3-20-20.pdf 
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-> requests to the detector and the software WGs will follow     

-> a request to the software WG will follow     

You may have missed this: quite a lot  
was considered already -> see the slides  

We do have a CAD model for 25mrad  
crossing angle (central area), but  

more work needed for the far forward region 

A very practical approach; 
 should be used by all groups  
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“Temple” meeting: Backgrounds  
•  Synchrotron radiation studies with the current IR design 
‣  Charles Hetzel (BNL) / the same talk /

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36037/attachments/27245/41538/Yellow_book_workshop_3-20-20.pdf 

 
•  Background sources and studies at the EIC 
‣  Latifa Elouardhiri (JLab)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36034/attachments/27260/41566/BGS-03202020-LE.pdf 

•  Beam-gas induced background, neutron flux, radiation dose at the EIC 
‣  Jin Huang (BNL)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/36036/attachments/27210/41611/EIC_BeamGas_background.pdf 
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The amount and the quality of all the studies 
performed so far in principle suffices for the YR; they need 

 to be adopted to the current EIC IR geometry though  

A set of comprehensive studies  
for JLEIC configuration  

This is a problem,  
but we can seemingly 

 manage it 

Several studies for EIC-sPHENIX and BeAST configuration  
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The first EIC Solenoid Magnet Designer meeting  
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•  Took place as a BJ meeting on April 8 
‣  Attendees: WB, AK, R.Fair (JLAB), V.Morozov (JLAB), A.Morreale (LANL), 

B.Parker (BNL), R. Rajput-Ghoshal (JLAB), H.Witte (BNL) 
‣  The Indico page: https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8291/ 
  

•  Was a very useful initial exchange of opinions 

•  Once the list of specs is defined, it should take a couple of months to 
converge on a particular e/m design, from which point on the work on 
the subsystems can be distributed  

•   Need to think how to establish an efficient cooperation between the 
groups, but also an efficient work cycle between the designers and EIC 
physicists who should be able to validate the “released” configurations  



The solenoid requirement considerations  
•  Generic input:  
‣  Bore diameter ~3.0m, main coil length a la BaBar & BeAST designs 
‣  Max field 3T  
‣  Open, half-open (a la Hall D) or clamped solenoid design? 
‣  If clamped: will be strongly asymmetric, or? Clamp locations? Forces? 
‣  If open: a “clear conical opening” up to which polar angles, on both sides? 
‣  Polarity switch, a possibility to work at much smaller field as an option? 

‣  Yoke outer diameter limitations? 
‣  Any limitations imposed by an optional barrel HCal? Part of the yoke? 

‣  Can we agree that field homogeneity in the “TPC” region is not needed? 
 
‣  How many substantially different configurations should be considered?  
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The solenoid requirement considerations  
•  Fringe field affecting a gaseous RICH performance:  
‣  Gas volume location and length with respect to the solenoid center 
‣  Maximum polar angle, which RICH is supposed to cover 
‣  IP shift zero or non-zero with respect to the solenoid center 
‣  Which level of distortions is acceptable? How to define this number? 

‣  How to formulate these requirements in a way the magnet designers can 
work with them? Ranges of the parameter variation? Few configurations? 

•  Interference with the calorimetry: 
‣  If correction coils (inbetween EmCal & HCal) are needed, what are the 

additional requirements on field homogeneity and space? 
‣  Flux return through the endcap HCal encouraged/discouraged/optional? 
‣  Field strength limitations at the readout location?    
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-> sounds like a poll for the WG opinions may still be needed    



EIC detector concepts 
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JLEIC 

Argonne: TOPSiDE 

BNL: EIC-sPHENIX 

BNL: BeAST 

~9m 



What comes into an EIC YR detector model?  
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•  The concept driven by a set of physics goals  
•  The boundary conditions 
‣  Accelerator-driven ones (available space, vacuum system, other)  
‣  A particular solenoid model (geometry, field map & strength) 

•  A particular set of ancillary detector models in the IR region 
•  Individual sub-detector studies in GEANT (and/or beam tests) 
•  A particular set of the central detector components (or placeholders) 
‣  Tracker, Calorimetry, PID: GEANT4 geometry and codes, test beam data 

•  Fast smearing parameterizations  
‣  eic-smear, other 

•  Physics studies for this particular model 
‣  using fast smearing tools (most likely) 
‣  using full GEANT simulations (less likely, unless for the backgrounds) 

•  Other ingredients 
‣  DAQ concept, dead material description, … 

•  Engineering model (to some level of detail) 



The task(s) of our subgroup  
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•  Become a central place where the detector concepts “materialize” 
•  Work in close contact with the other subgroups, DWGs in particular 
‣  Agree on the responsibilities, deliverables & realistic timelines 

•  It is desirable that the other WG conveners (or their representatives) attend 
the meetings of this group on a regular basis (and the Complementarity 
group - where the conceptual part of the detector models is discussed - too) 

•  Participate in working out the input formats & interfaces … 
•  … as well as in maintaining the detector model “database”  
‣  Modular components (support a potential diversity of concepts) … 
‣  … but well-defined releases (facilitate the convergence at the end)  

•  Provide the group’s “native” deliverables: the straw man solenoid 
magnet design & engineering models of the selected setups  

-> come up with a first “release” NOW; work on the interface details in parallel   



The next steps  
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•  Define the “second option” solenoid requirements 

•  Come up with the first (even if incomplete) detector configuration … 
•  … and assist the SWG in developing the “database” layout 

•  Try to establish the missing responsibilities, also within the other WGs, 
and develop a list of expected deliverables and milestones 
‣  This apparently requires a well-defined “set of formats” 


